
U.S. Immigration 

I.  Historical background 

     1790-1830  Little immigration.  Loyalists and some 
Native Americans were leaving for Canada following the 
War for Independence and War of 1812. 

     1830-1850  Larger waves of immigrants – cheap farm 
land for Germans and other Europeans; need for unskilled 
labor to build canals and railroads – Irish Catholics;  rise of 
nativism – anti-Irish, anti Catholic; Know Nothing Party;  
Irish came to avoid starvation or death (Potato Famine of 
1849).  German and other intellectuals came to escape 
failed revolutions of 1848.  1848 Treaty of Guadalupe-
Hidalgo (Mexican War) granted citizenship to formerly 
Mexicans living in new U.S. territories.  1849 California 
Gold Rush increased immigration from Latin America, 
Australia and China. 

1850-1930  Improved  and cheaper transportation 
(steamboats) made travel easier;  improved farming 
methods created surplus of labor in southern Europe and 
Russia.  Italians and Eastern Europeans (including Jews 
escaping pogroms and other anti-Semitic conditions). New 
immigration fueled the Industrial Revolution in U.S.  New 
wave of xenophobia: 1893 Immigration Restriction League 
(white, wealthy protestant). After 1865 some states passed 
immigration laws – struck down by Supreme Court 
claiming immigration is a federal matter.  First 
Immigration Act (Page Act) also known as the Asian 
Exclusion Act was followed in 1882 and 1902 by the 
Chinese Exclusion Act which limited numbers immigrating 
from that area.  Immigration Act of 1891 established a 
Commissioner of Immigration in the Treasury 
Department. 1907 Congress establishes the Dillingham 



Commission to assess the impact of immigration on the 
nation; over-generalized ethnic attributes of immigrant 
population.  1917 Congress passed literacy requirement 
for immigrants to thwart low-skilled from entering 
country.  1921 Emergency Quota Act and 1924 
Immigration Act further restricted immigration of  
Southern Europeans and Russians (set quota of 2% of 
1890 numbers of each national group in U.S.; also known 
as National Origins Formula).  

1930-2000 Immigration laws, with some exclusions – 
refugees and asylum-seekers – remained in place until 
1965.  Displaced Persons Act allowed numbers to enter 
beyond quotas.  1950 Internal Security Act barred any 
Communists or any who were a threat to the security of 
the U.S.  1952 McCarran Walter Immigration Act 
reaffirmed 1924 quota system.  1953 Refugee Relief Act 
extended refugee status to persons from outside Europe;  
1954 Operation Wetback returned thousands of illegal 
immigrants to Mexico.  Over 1 million were in U.S. illegally 
and became basis for cheap agricultural labor in 
southwest. Complaints raised about police stopping all 
“Mexican-looking” people or deporting children who were 
born in U.S.  1965 Hart-Celler Act replaced quotas with 
preference categories that included family ties and skills 
proficiency.  1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act 
(IRCA) penalized business that hired illegal immigrants 
and proposed granting amnesty to over 3 million illegal 
immigrants.  1996 Congress passed a harsh deportation 
and penalty law.   

2000-?  Wait and see what new congress and President 
Obama will do.   

II. Basics of the U.S. Immigration System 



Immigration and Naturalization Act (INA) is the basis for 
immigration.  It centers around 4 basic tenets:  the 
reunification of families; the admission of immigrants with 
skills valuable to the U.S. economy; protecting refugees; 
and promoting diversity.  There is a worldwide annual 
quota of 675,000 which can be exceeded upon 
recommendation of congress or the president. 

A. Family-based immigration – no limits on immediate 
family members – criteria includes: spouses of U.S. 
citizens, unmarried children under 21 and parents of 
U.S. citizens.  Family preference system allows more 
distant relatives after successful petition.  In total, 
there are 480,000 visas available annually. 

B. Employment-based immigration- permanent 
immigration – 140,000 visas per year – limits on 
number from any one country; temporary work visas 
granted as applied for under specific circumstances. 

C. Refugees and Asylees  - Persons or groups who cannot 
return to their country of origin because of obvious 
danger.  Admission is based on a number of factors 
such as humanitarian concerns, political contention 
with homeland, etc.  Congress and the president 
determine bases for admission and normally set the 
limit at 70,000 admissions per year.  Refugees and 
asylees may qualify for legal immigrant status after 
one year. 

D. The Diversity Visa Program – created by the 
Immigration Act of 1990.  Immigrants from countries 
that have sent low numbers to U.S. in past 5 years.  
55,000 visas allocated randomly each year.  Awards 
to those with high school diploma or equivalent or 2 



years work experience in a career or profession.  
Favors African and Eastern European Applicants.   

E. Humanitarian Relief – Temporary Protected Status 
granted to those who escape natural disaster or 
warfare in home country.  Only valid until danger 
continues.  Deferred Enforced Departure defers 
deportation as long as danger continues in home 
country.  Determined by the office of the president. 
(This could be the path for the unescorted children 
from Central America if determined by President 
Obama.) 

Path to citizenship – Under normal, legal immigration 
circumstances, an immigrant becomes eligible for 
American citizenship after 5 years, and must be at least 18 
years old, demonstrate continuous residency, 
demonstrate good moral character, pass English 
proficiency and American history tests and pay an 
application fee. 

 

III. Overhauling Immigration Law  

    Calls for reform have been reactive rather than 
proactive, e.g., Displaced Persons Act after WWII; the 
Refugee expansion after the failed Hungarian revolution; 
the Vietnamese refugees after the fall of Saigon and the 
tightened homeland security after 9/11/2001.  Harsh 
penalties and enforcement have resulted in increased 
illegal entry to avoid authorities. 

 

 

 



Suggested bases for reform 

  

  Creating a pathway to citizenship for unauthorized 
immigrants that is fair but feasible – initial registration, 
willingness to learn English and the payment of 
reasonable fees that do not exclude those based on 
financial ability. 

   Ensuring that immigration policy supports families and 
American values – reduce delays in implementing family-
based immigration, possibly establish a point system to 
identify suitable applicants. 

Ensuring that immigration enforcement enhances national 
security and community safety without undermining due 
process protections. – legalization would reduce need for 
law enforcement, freeing up authorities to focus more on 
direct threats to U.S. security; establish a mandatory 
electronic employment verification system (E-Verify) 
assuming protections of rights for employers and 
employees are in place. 

Ensuring that the legal immigration system is sufficiently 
robust to meet the needs of the American economy, does 
not put native-born workers at a disadvantage and does 
not encourage new waves of illegal immigration when job 
demand is high.  Maintain a balance between short term 
foreign labor and those on path to citizenship.  Establish 
wage and benefit protections for immigrant labor so as not 
to promote unfair economic competition. 
 
Long term commitment to citizenship – support programs 
of education (ESL, etc.) to assist applicants; restore 
funding for the Office of Citizenship. 


